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How to Say 'I Love You' in Japanese
little bit confused between daisuki and aishiteru. I
to read some posts, but instead of getting a clearer
it made me confused.
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and grunge
@Kebou ???? (?????/aishiteru)= I love you. Is said to a person
you are in a serious relationship with. ??(??/suki)= I like
you is.
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Aishiteru - DramaWiki
This is Mistranslate, a monthly column by Nina Li Coomes about
language, self- expression, and what it means to exist between
cultures.
Always Say Aishiteru () - IMDb
Guys, I'm asking about aishiteru solely on the romantic sense
of a a guy and a girl . I'm not asking about suki desu or the
like but only aishiteru. Report to.
Che'Nelle - Aishiteru (CD, Album) | Discogs
"Aishiteru" (?????, lit. "I Love You") is the thirty-third
single by Japanese recording artist Ken Hirai. The song was
written and composed by Hirai and.
Urban Dictionary: Aishiteru
Aishiteru is the 15th single of the Japanese pop singer Miho
Komatsu under Giza studio label. It was released 5 December
The single reached #28 in its.
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